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Overview

Part 1: Leading, Leadership, and Managing 
• Managing-Leading Continuum

Part 2: Approaches to the Study of 
leadership
• Theories, Practices, Personality

Part 3: Motivation and the Arts Work 
Setting
• Intrinsic and extrinsic 

Part 4: Groups, Teams, and Committee 
Dynamics
• Types of Groups and Stages of Development

Part 5: Leading Inclusively and Ethically
• Gender and Leading, Building Trust

Part 6: Communicating and Leading
• Formal and informal, Listening, 

Communication Theories 
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Learning Outcomes   
7.1: Be able to explain the different roles leaders and managers play in an arts organization

7.2: Understand how power is used in leading and managing

7.3: Summarize the differences between trait and behavioral theories of leadership and be

able to provide examples of how each can be used by an arts leader

7.4: Provide examples of how the various theories of motivation can be applied by leaders

and managers in arts organizations

7.5: Explain how arts leaders can manage groups to help an organization achieve its goals

7.6: Summarize the techniques arts leader can employ to create more inclusive and 
equitable

organizations

7.7: Explain the key elements of being an ethical leader and be able to summarize factors

that contribute to leadership that is not effective or ethical

7.8: Summarize the techniques that can help sustain effective communication in arts

organizations and be able to explain how communication theories affect arts leadership

7.9: Reflect on how you would apply the theories and practices covered in this chapter to

develop your leadership philosophy
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Part 1: Leading, Leadership, and Managing

Leader – “is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way” (Maxwell). 

Leadership – Multiple definitions include “inspiring others … to accomplish important tasks” 
(Schermerhorn) and influencing “a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (Northouse), 

“leadership occurs whenever one person attempts to influence the behavior of an individual or 
group” (Hersey et al.). [See Slide 4 for a word cloud of many of the elements of leading and leadership.] 

Managers vs. Leaders – “The manager does things right; the leader does the right things” (Bennis). 
However, it is not either/or because the degree to which someone manages and leads depends on 
the roles and responsibilities they hold in the organization and situational factors (e.g., formal and 
informal). Henry Mintzberg notes that leaders should be able to manage, and managers should be 
able to lead. 

Leadership and Power – “People have power when they have the ability to affect others’ beliefs, 
attitudes, and courses of action” (Northouse). Types of power include:

• Position Power: CEO, Artistic Director, Managing Director, Conductor, Director, etc. 

• Personal Power: Power attributes include charisma, skills, abilities, and specialized knowledge 

Other Types of Power: Reward, Coercive, Expert, Referent 

Followers: Leader-follower dynamic depends on individuals and groups being willing to accept “the 
influence of others to accomplish a common goal” (Northouse).   
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Part 2: Approaches to Study of Leadership – Personality 

The mix of Traits (persistent characteristics), Skills (acquired/learned): Fluent speaker, intelligent, 
expert, patient, extravert, sociable, self-confident, etc., and Behaviors (performative action): Task and 
goal-oriented, fair, open, kind, self-aware, empathetic, inspiring, etc. [1]

We develop personalities that are actualized through a mixture of traits, skills, and behaviors which 
have the potential of changing over time through self-assessment, education, training, and studying 
situational contexts. Multiple tools are available to assess traits, skills, and behaviors, some more 
effective than others, and all of which need to be approached critically. 

Examples include:

Type A or B Personalities (A=competitive, aggressive, B= relaxed, easygoing) can be commonly 
associated with people in the workplace. Journals on personality and psychology found that the 
positives of Type A include they are better at expressing their emotions, and a Type B is not easily 
ruffled by workplace change (Scandura and Gower, 2021, p. 271).

Myers-Briggs Type Indicators (MBTI) scoring focuses on personality preferences:
1. Introversion (I), Extraversion (E) 
2. Sensing (S), Intuitive (N) 
3. Thinking (T), Feeling (F) 
4. Judging (J), Perceiving (P) 

Of the 16 types, ISTJ and ESTJ’s are most prevalent among managers and administrators, while the least 
frequent were ISFPs and ESFPs. However, the MBTI test results are often inconsistent and are subject to 
confirmation bias. (Ibid., p. 268).
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Part 2: Approaches to Study of Leadership
Traits, Skills, and Behaviors Cont’d. 

Five-Factor Model (FFM) of personality generates a scoring continuum in these areas: Openness, 

Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (OCEAN) (See Table 7.1). Managers 
often score highest in conscientiousness, followed by extraversion and openness (Ibid. p271). FFM can be 
helpful in learning more about oneself, but neither FFM nor MBTI test tools are predictors of success as 
an arts manager and leader. 

The HEXACO Personality Test uses six domains (Honesty-Humility, Emotionality, eXtravesion, 
Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness to Experience) to give the test taker a more detailed 
personality profile than the FFM. The domain scoring is from high to low. High emotionality includes 
being over-sensitive and needy, while a low score means you can deal with stress and are independent, 
but you could also be detached.

Psychological Capital (PsyCap) research suggests states of being rather than focusing on traits can 
help develop a positive leader personality. The four dimensions of PsyCap are HERO or Hope, Efficacy, 
Resiliency, and Optimism. (Ibid., p. 272) 

1. Hope: the will to succeed and the ability to identify and pursue paths of success
2. Efficacy: a person’s belief that they can execute tasks in a given context
3. Resiliency: coping in the face of risk or adversity; the ability to “bounce back” after a setback
4. Optimism: a positive outcome outlook or attribution of events, which includes positive 

emotions and motivation
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Part 2: Approaches to the Study of Leadership 

Contingency and Situational Leadership Theories and Styles (See Fig. 7.2)

Fiedler: The contingency approach to leadership is driven by the leader’s personality and matching it to 

the type of work to be done. Task-motivated leaders would be more effective in high and low-
control situations, and relationship-motivated leaders would be more effective in moderate-
control situations. 
• A costume shop manager who is a task-motivated leader will do well in a shop staffed with trained 

professionals (high-control) and might do equally well leading an inexperienced volunteer staff (low-
control) needing close supervision. 

Vroom: Normative/Leader-Participation Model focuses on how leaders shift their decision-making style 
between being autocratic, consultative, or collaborative as the situation dictates.
• Marketing director seeks buy-in on a new marketing plan and gathers input and ideas from team members 

before deciding to move ahead (consultive). 

Hersey, Blanchard: Situational Leader Model has the leader adjusting their behavior based on the 
situation and employee’s readiness level from telling to selling to participating or delegating when 
dealing with tasks that require high or low guidance while providing high or low levels of support to the 
employee. 
• A new hire in the ticket office require telling and selling styles as they learn to master procedures and 

policies and develop customer relations skills. After the staff member demonstrates mastery in all areas, 

the leader can delegate decisions to them and lower the needed support level. 
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Part 2: Approaches to the Study of Leadership 

Contingency and Situational Leadership Theories and Styles (See Fig. 7.2)

Bass: Transactional and Transformational leadership offer contrasting approaches to leading and managing 
people. Transactional leadership is widespread in organizational settings and most often takes the form of 
rewarding job performance with bonuses, time off, and promotions. Transactional leaders can be taskmasters 
and pit staff against each thinking that’s the best way to motivate them.  

Transformational leaders and managers establish connections with employees, build trust, and inspire staff to 
do their best work. This type of leader is often charismatic and engages followers to act on shared values and 
goals. These two opposite approaches demonstrate leader behaviors that link to traits. How someone becomes 
a transformational leader is not entirely clear. 

Other Leadership Theories and Models
Adaptive Leadership – Draws on elements of many of the leadership models and theories discussed so far. The 
leader’s role in this model is to work collaboratively with peers and staff to devise ways to solve problems and 
help their organization thrive. 

An adaptive leader must assess whether the organization is facing technical, adaptive, or technical and adaptive 
challenges that are keeping it from meetings its goals and fulfilling its mission. For example, suppose an arts 
organization is committed to becoming equitable, diverse, and inclusive. In that case, it will need to make 
technical changes in its policies, procedures, and processes in hiring, board recruitment, and programming. 
Likewise, it will need to make adaptive changes by examining its organizational culture, the values it professes, 
and the beliefs it holds. These transformative technical and adaptive changes will require a leader capable of 
guiding, counseling, persuading, and inspiring people at all levels of the organization. 
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Part 2: Approaches to the Study of Leadership 
Other Leadership Theories and Models 

Leader-Member Theory (LMX) predicts that in-groups and out-groups form in an 
organization if the leader is not careful about how they treat followers. People who 
perceive themselves as out-group members are likely to be demotivated and less 
engaged in their work. Therefore, the leader needs to be focused on the leader-
follower dynamic among all employees, 

Authentic Leadership is another evolving theory that describes attributes of a leader 
such as being self-aware, who has an internalized moral perspective and conducting 
themselves with “relational transparency” (Northouse 2022, p. 198). Bill George’s 2015 book 
Discover Your True North details what it takes to be this type of leader. 

Servant Leadership, developed by Robert Greenleaf in the 1970s, inverts the leader-
follower paradigm. “Servant leaders put followers first, empower them, and help 
them develop their full personal capacities” (Northouse, 2019., p. 227). This leadership model 
outlines antecedent conditions (context and culture, leader attributes, and follower 
receptivity) and seven leader behaviors (conceptualizing, emotional healing, followers 
first, follower growth, behaving ethically, empowering, and creating community 
value) necessary to produce organizational performance and societal impact. 

Also, see Box 7.3 “African American Leaders and Leadership Models” and “Global 
Perspectives on Leadership” in Chapter 7. 
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Part 3: Motivation in the Arts Work Setting

Reinforcement, Need, Cognitive, and Social Learning Theories

Reinforcement Theory focuses on learned behavior and is less concerned with what is motivating 
the behavior. Positive and negative reinforcement can be used as methods to encourage 
employees and shape their behavior (Scandura and Gower,2021, p. 312). The motivational framework 
starts with an antecedent (employee asked to do a task) and their behavior (task completed), 
which leads to a consequence (praise by supervisor) and positive reinforcement (ABC). Negative 
reinforcement removes an adverse condition to strengthen a behavior, not a punishment. 

Need Theories

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (lower-order - physiology, safety, and society and higher-order -
esteem and self-actualization) posits that unmet needs are motivators. Clayton Alderfer 
proposed ERG Theory as an alternative to Maslow’s five-level hierarchy; Existence, Relatedness, 
and Growth. Alderfer argued people could be concerned with more than one need at a time. The 
frustration–regression principle may arise if we are frustrated trying to reach a need level. 

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Motivation consists of hygiene factors that make people 
dissatisfied with their jobs (e.g., pay, benefits, or working conditions) and motivators such 
as achievement, responsibility, the work itself, recognition, growth, and personal 
achievement. 
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Part 3: Motivation in the Arts Work Setting

Reinforcement, Need, Cognitive, and Social Learning Theories

Need Theories

McClelland’s Acquired-Needs Theory focuses on three needs: achievement (accomplish 
goals and objectives), affiliation (positive working relationships), and power (to be able to 
have influence and control).  

Cognitive Theories of Motivation

John Stacy Adams Equity Theory of Motivation states that employees perceive inequities 
whenever they feel they are not rewarded for their work at the same level as someone 
else who works equally hard. 

Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory of Motivation postulates that people will be motivated 
to work if they expect to be adequately rewarded for their effort. The motivational 
strength of rewards for the work effort is determined by the “value” we assign to the 
rewards. 

Locke’s Goal-Setting Theory of Motivation postulates that specific and challenging goals 
and feedback can improve task performance. Using the SMART objective framework (Ch4) 
can be an effective way to motivate people. (See Box 7.5)
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Part 3: Motivation in the Arts Work Setting

Social Learning Theory, developed by Albert Bandura, states that we learn through the 
continuous interaction of our behaviors, various personal factors, and environmental forces” 
(Bartol and Martin, 1998, p. 405). The learning that affects our behavior includes three cognitive 
processes: symbolic processes, vicarious learning, and self-control (Ibid.). “The theory is based on 
social studies of human development, which largely relies on visual, spoken or kinesthetic 
learning styles to grasp new information, which is then applied to daily tasks at home and the 
office” (skillsourcelearning.com).

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic (we act to fulfill our inner potential and interests) and extrinsic motivation (our actions 
are directed toward attaining rewards that can be tangible or intangible) impacts all of these 
theories. We may take on some tasks or projects driven by both motivations. Motivation is also 
influenced by social context and our cognitive and emotional states.[1] 

The Arts Workplace

The arts workplace offers multiple opportunities to observe and experience the positive and 
negative elements of all these theories of motivation. Leader, manager, and follower interactions 
(often unconscious) create the social context within which continuous motivating and 
demotivating occur. For example, not recognizing accomplishments or rewarding people who are 
not performing well in their jobs are good ways to undermine intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
Successfully putting the leadership theories covered so far to use is dependent on a good 
understanding of the theories of motivation. 
[1] See “Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivations: Classic Definitions and New Directions,” Richard M. Ryan Edward L. Deci, 
Contemporary Educational Psychology, Volume 25, Issue 1, January 2000, Pages 54-67.
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Part 4: Groups, Teams, Committees, and Boards

Types of Work Groups and Teams

Command Group – Formed by members who all report to one person, such as the marketing and 
fundraising staff reporting to the Director of Organizational Advancement 

Task or Project – People from different areas in an organization working collaboratively on things like a 
creating a new policy, an event like a gala or a production

Interest Group – An ad hoc group formed to address a non-recurring problem  

Committee – An ongoing collection of staff to handle routine matters such as a benefits committee. 

Other Groups: As we saw in Chapter 5, there could be teams or circles made up of employees 
interacting and supporting a variety of workflows 

Developmental Stages of Groups and Teams

Five stages in team and group development

1. Forming – Establishing purpose, expectations, outcomes, roles, deadlines, etc. 

2. Storming – Intragroup dynamics and socialization processes occurs as people begin working together (or 
not)

3. Norming – Assuming team or group members establish shared goals and objectives, a stable and 
collaborative working process is established

4. Performing – The group is focused and is meeting the milestones and project targets, though conflicts may 
arise among people that need resolution

5. Adjourning – If the group or team is not ongoing, then it will be dissolved 
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Part 4: Groups, Teams, Committees, and Boards

Creating effective teams – Schein’s Task and Maintenance Functions 

Tasks
1. Initiating: Setting agendas, giving ideas, defining problems, and suggesting solutions

2. Giving and seeking information: Offering information related to the problem, asking others

for ideas and seeking facts

3. Summarizing: Restating the highlights of the discussion can help keep everyone on track.

4. Elaborating: Clarifying ideas by citing relevant examples can help keep the group working

effectively

Maintenance activities
1. Gatekeeping: allowing various members of the group to talk

2. Following: going along with the group and agreeing to try out an idea

3. Harmonizing: when appropriate, reconciling differences and promoting compromise can

help keep the group going

4. Reducing tensions: using humor as an antidote when the situation becomes emotional

H.Schein, Organizational Psychology (Schein, 1970, p. 81)
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Working with the Board of Directors 

Chapter 6 covered the volunteer board of directors and its multiple roles in the life of an arts organization 
(governance/oversight/advice/fundraising, etc.) Here’s a quick comparison of the many CEO and Board Chair 
leadership and management responsibilities and areas that overlap.  
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BOARD CHAIR CEO or Artistic/Exec Director

Lead Board and Exec Committee in carrying out governance 
functions and be an ambassador for the organization 

Lead, manage, develop, and effectively communicate with the 
staff, board, and stakeholders to further the mission  

Ensure the board policies result in sound governance and good 
fiscal and operational  management of the organization

Ensure the programming of the organization is fulfilling the 
vision and is achieving the desired impact

Partner with the CEO to ensure board directives, policies, and 
resolutions are carried out

Partner with the Board Chair to ensure board directives, 
policies, and resolutions are carried out and report to board

Work with CEO in cultivating and soliciting the donor 
community for grants and individual gifts

Work with Board Chair in cultivating and soliciting the donor 
community for grants and individual gifts

Set priorities and create agendas for board and executive 
committee meetings and preside over them 

Develop and maintain relationships with the donors and 
funders and opportunities to further the mission 

Ensure that board recruitment, development, and engagement 

goals and outcomes are being achieved

Work with staff to ensure the board and board committees 
have the support needed to carry out their governance role 

Coordinate and conduct the annual review of the CEO and 
provide ongoing feedback on their job performance 

Work with staff to develop budgets and monitor the fiscal 
health of the organization for long term impact
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Part 4: Groups, Teams, Committees, and Boards

Working with the Board of Directors 

Ideally, if the board and staff working relationships are functioning well, the executive 
leadership of the arts organization and the board leader, officers, and members are 
working collaboratively. While the table in the previous slide shows each has leadership 
domains, the communication, coordination, and working relationship between the board 
chair and the leader of an arts organization plays a critical role in mission and vision 
fulfillment. Here are two additional resources on board and staff issues.  
Board Source - Board-Staff Interaction: What’s Acceptable, What’s Not? You Ask, We Answer

https://boardsource.org/board-staff-interaction-faq/

Nonprofit Risk Management Center - Clash of the Nonprofit Titans: Managing Board and CEO Conflicts

https://nonprofitrisk.org/resources/articles/clash-of-the-nonprofit-titans-managing-board-and-ceo-conflicts/

[Also see Box 7.6 New Work of the Nonprofit] 

Part 5: Leading Inclusively and Ethically 
An arts leader is critical in advancing equity, diversity, and inclusion throughout their 
organization and by modeling ethical behavior that supports its values. Aligning the 
organization's programming, mission, and vision with its strategic goals is facilitated if the 
staff, board, and culture are in sync. The leader’s success in achieving these outcomes 
depends mainly on their situational awareness, training,  and ability to communicate and 
build trust across all these stakeholders and the community.  
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Part 5: Leading Inclusively 
and Ethically 
Gender and Leading
Research indicates that women are 
no less effective than men in leading 
(Simon and Hoyt, 2019, pp. 409–410). 
However, women leaders face 
ongoing challenges based on 
geography, cultural and social 
context, pervasive biases (implicit 
and explicit), and stereotyping. 
Additional leadership hurdles are 
encountered by women of color (Biu, 
2019, pp. 7–8) and those in the LBGTQ+ 
community.[1] 

The “Leadership Labyrinth,” as 
opposed to the “glass ceiling,” 
explains how women face a “journey 
riddled with challenges along the 
way – not just near the top – than 
can be and has been successfully 
navigated by women” (Northouse, 2021, 
p. 395). 
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[1] There is limited research about gender identity and leadership. However, one recent study found there is no difference in leadership abilities between 
cisgender and transgender people. Link to a 2022 study Gender and Leadership: Transgender, Gender Expansive, and Cisgender Adults.

SOURCE: Stefanie Simon & Crystal Hoyt, “Gender and Leadership,” p. 396, Leadership: Theory 
and Practice, Ninth ed., Peter Northouse, 2021,  Thousand Oaks, CA, Sage. 

https://www.jbiomedres.com/index.php/cbmr/article/view/25
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Leading Inclusively

Adaptive, authentic, servant, and transformative leadership styles should serve an arts 
leader well as they work with the staff and board to create a welcoming and inclusive 
organization. Changing the organization’s culture and creating a meaningful EDI framework 
will require teamwork and planning. Here are six traits and behaviors recommended for 
inclusive leaders: 

1. Visible commitment: They articulate an authentic commitment to diversity, challenge the 
status quo, hold others accountable and make diversity and inclusion a personal priority.

2. Humility: They are modest about capabilities, admit mistakes, and create the space for others 
to contribute.

3. Awareness of bias: They show awareness of personal blind spots and flaws in the system and 
work hard to ensure meritocracy.

4. Curiosity about others: They demonstrate an open mindset and deep curiosity about others, 
listen without judgment, and use empathy to understand those around them.

5. Cultural intelligence: They are attentive to others’ cultures and adapt as required.

6. Effective collaboration: They empower others, pay attention to the diversity of thinking and 

psychological safety, and focus on team cohesion.
(Bourke and Titus, 2019)
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Leading Ethically 

Northouse and Greenleaf offer differing but overlapping ideas about what leading ethically 
requires. However, many leaders and managers (and people in general) do their jobs 
without a well-developed ethical framework. Using Northouse’s five principles of ethical 
leadership can be a starting point. (Northouse, 2019, pp. 346-352.)

1. Respect for others – includes giving credence to others’ ideas

2. Serves Others – mentoring and empowering others 

3. Shows Justice – treats all followers equally (See What Is Distributive Justice?)

4. Manifests Honesty – being open to others and representing reality as fully as possible

5. Builds Community – concern for the common good 

For more information about leadership ethics, this website offers a good overview. 

Ethical Leadership Guide: Definition, Qualities, Pros & Cons, Examples

“Ethical leadership is essentially a leadership theory, which uses ethical concepts as a guide to managing 
subordinates. Since ethics deals with the principles of ‘right’ behavior and leadership with influencing 
other people to achieve goals, ethical leadership is influencing people through ethics.”
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Bad Leaders and Managers
The study of leadership mainly focuses on achieving positive outcomes. There is a robust 
leadership training industry, books on leadership numbering in the thousands, and 
countless YouTube videos and Ted Talks offering advice and systems for being a good 
leader. However, numerous examples of less than adequate leadership are being carried 
out in all segments of society. 
Harvard Professor Barbara Kellerman [1] has written extensively about bad leaders and 
identifies these seven types:

• Incompetent – the leader and some followers lack the will or skill (or both) to sustain

effective action

• Rigid – leader and at least some followers are stiff and unyielding

• Intemperate – leader lacks self-control and is aided and abetted by followers who are

unwilling or unable to effectively intervene

• Callous – leader and some followers are uncaring or unkind

• Corrupt – leader and some followers lie, cheat, or steal

• Insular – leader and some followers minimize or disregard the health and welfare of

“the other”

• Evil – leader and some followers commit atrocities

Having someone ill-suited to managing and leading others often creates a toxic workplace. 
Hence the often-used phrase, “People don’t quit their jobs; they quit their bosses.” 
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[1] Kellerman, B., Bad Leadership: What It Is, How It Happens, and Why It Matters, 2004, Harvard Business School Press, pp. 40–46.
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Part 6: Communicating and Leading 
Success as a manager in a leadership role is connected to their skill and ability to send, 
receive, interpret, monitor, and disseminate information effectively and efficiently. An 
effective communicator is the number one attribute people associate with an effective 
leader. 

Communication and the Communicator
“One can never not communicate.” (Watzlawick, et al, 1967) 

The Communication Process (See Fig. 7.3)
Sender–Receiver messaging can be subject to misinterpretation and is susceptible to “noise”(physical, 
semantic, psychological) which leads to a breakdown of shared meaning. Therefore, it is paramount that 
an arts organization and its board have communication strategies and plans aligned with the many 
constituencies served. 

Listening Skills
We often do not listen well and form our responses before the speaker finishes their message(s). 
Beyond the obvious behavior of talking less and listening more,
techniques like eye contact, paraphrasing, showing interest, and asking questions are part of
listening critically, reflectively, and actively (Leonardo, 2020, pp. 9–13).

Formal and Informal Communicating and Communications
People in organizations informally communicate with each other continually using various 
communication methods or tools (e.g., chatting or exchanging text messaging while in a meeting). An 
example of formal communication is an email from the executive director informing the staff about 
changes in the health insurance plan. Both play a part in creating a positive or negative workplace 
environment. Too much of either can become problematic. 
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Communication Theories and Practices
An arts manager and leader can benefit from a better understanding of key concepts from the social 
and psychological communication theories.  

Social Penetration Theory – Assumes we have multilevel personalities we share with people starting 
with our public layer. The degree to which we self-disclose more layers is determined by how confident 
we feel in the environment we find ourselves in. When an arts manager says they “want to get to know 
their staff,” they often mean understanding someone’s goals and aspirations.  However, each staff 
member will have boundaries and limits on how much they reveal about themselves that must be 
respected. Therefore, an arts manager must be mindful of each employee’s self-disclosure level when 
communicating. 

Coordinated Management of Meaning (CMM) – Looks beyond the simplified model of communication 
as a transmission process (sender->message->channel->receiver) and states that the “communication 
process shapes our ideas, relationships, and our whole social environment” (Griffin, et al., 2019, p. 65). CMM 
is visualized as a two-sided communication process of stories told and stories lived.

We use storytelling to say what we are doing (stories told), while lived stories are what we actually did 
or are doing. We also have untold stories (what we opt not to say) and untellable stories (what we fear 
or feel forbidden to say). How other staff or supervisors interpret these stories told and lived forms their 
favorable or unfavorable perception of a colleague. Part of an arts manager’s job is to listen to these 
stories and use this information to help shape the environment and build a cohesive work group. 
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Communication Theories and Practices

Narrative Paradigm Theory – Walter Fisher argued that we are narrative beings who “experience and 
comprehend life as a series of ongoing narratives, as conflicts, characters, beginnings, middles, and 
ends” (Fisher, 1987, p. 24). For stories to be compelling, they should have narrative rationality, which 
includes coherence (does the story hang together?) and fidelity (does it ring true?) (Ibid., p. 302). 

For example, narrative rationality could be used to evaluate the origin story of a contemporary dance 
company started by a small group of friends. The story needs to be plausible, memorable, and yet 
simple enough that listeners can add it to the stories they tell. The story is a communication tactic used 
in marketing, grant applications, and fundraising. Stakeholders pass their version of the origin story to 
friends and their networks.

Critical Theory of Communication in Organizations - Deetz

Stanley Deetz’s theory explores, among other things, how the workplace can be made more productive 
and democratic through reforming communication processes (Griffin, et al., 2019, pp. 259-272). He argues 
language “is the principal medium through which social reality is created and sustained” (Ibid., p. 260). The 
“language” of arts organizations varies by the art form. 

He also sees managerialism affecting the power dynamic as managers, leaders, and board members 
insert their control over the communication process. One example of managerial use of language to 
construct social reality is the annual report of arts organizations which tend to be uniformly positive. At 
the same time, challenges and problems are minimized or omitted. 
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Strategic Leadership in the Arts 

There is little agreement about which leadership methods and theories can be utilized to 
reach predictable outcomes. Some leaders seem to do fine with winging it and making it up 
as they go along.

Leaders of arts organizations can cover the gamut of high-energy proselytizers to 
bureaucratic functionaries. Some leaders emulate other great arts leaders, and others use 
their theatre improvisation skills and performance techniques to inspire, engage, and 
connect with followers.

Barbara Kellerman grapples with what makes a good leader in her 2018 book 
Professionalizing Leadership. She sees leadership as a system in which “each of these three 
parts – leaders, followers, contexts – is equally important and in which each of these three 
parts impinges on the other two” (Kellerman, 2018, p. 123).

What should someone trying to lead an arts organization do to engage stakeholders in 
realizing their organization’s mission, vision, and values? There is no one answer to this 
question. An arts leader would hopefully assess their leadership and managerial strengths 
and weaknesses, learn the proficiencies and gaps of the organization’s staff, and then 
review the forces in play that affect their organization now and into the future.

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/professionalizing-leadership-9780190695781?cc=us&lang=en&
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For more resources for Chapter 7 go to 

www.managementandthearts.com
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Learning Outcomes  
8.1: Be able to explain how macro and microeconomics and cultural economics relate to and impact 
the operation of arts and cultural organizations

8.2: Be able to summarize each of the sectors that make up an economy and explain what the terms 
rival, non-rival, and positive and negative externalities mean in the context of the arts

8.3: Be able to explain the significance of resource dependence theory in the arts

8.4: Be able to offer examples of how opportunity costs, trade-offs, and sunk costs can be applied in 
managing the arts

8.5: Be able to describe the differences between normative and positive statements

8.6: Be able to summarize the key findings from the Prosperity 5 and NEA US Arts Economy Reports

8.7 Be able to explain how the income gap and cost disease still affects the operation of arts 
organizations

8.8: Be able to analyze an arts organization’s total, fixed, variable, and marginal costs of operation

8.9: Be able to explain the laws of supply and demand and how they are applied in the arts

8.10: Be able to formulate pricing tables that can maximize revenues for cultural organizations

8.11: Be able to summarize five concepts from behavioral economics and apply them to the arts
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